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Pioneer Venus Orbiter / OCPP : UV images

Five 80-d epochs (from 1979 to 1985)

Pairs of images (4h separation, once every 24h)
=> brightness variations
=> cloud-tracked winds

FFT of time series of longitudinal mean for image brightness,
zonal and meridional wind deviations

Rossow et al., 1980, 1990
Del Genio and Rossow, 1990

Average period of the mean zonal wind : 4.7 d

Equatorial 4-d Kelvin wave
(in brightness, zonal wind,
not in meridional wind)

5-d mid-latitude wave
(internal Rossby-Haurwitz mode)

Variability between each epoch
One epoch in 1982 has no wave at all

Observations of planetary-scale waves



Galileo/SSI : violet images 1990, 12 images over 5 d

VenusExpress/VMC UV images

10 epochs, 15-45 degrees latitude

FFT of time series for zonal and meridional winds

Automated cloud-tracking technique

Kouyama et al., 2012

Kouyama et al., 2013, 2015

Variability between each epoch
Correlation between slow zonal wind and presence of Kelvin wave (need additional data to confirm...)

Equatorial
4-d Kelvin wave

5-d mid-latitude Rossby wave

Observations of planetary-scale waves



IPSL Venus GCM Lebonnois et al., 2016

Kelvin wave, lower than expected

Mid-to-high latitude baroclinic activity

Planetary-scale waves in a GCM



Bow-shaped wave structure
Fukuhara et al. 2017

Large scale gravity
waves generated by 
mountain topography
propagating upwards

Akatsuki



Orbits of past missions

- Pioneer Venus and Venus Express on high inclination orbits 
(resp. 75° and 90°), with a poor time coverage of equatorial 
regions.

- Akatsuki on a more favorable equatorial orbit, but with a 
very high excentricity (400 x 440 000 km and a long period (2 
weeks), not allowing a significant time/ longitude coverage.

- Even a Venus Express type orbit (250 km x 66 000 km) in the 
equatorial plan would not be adapted for wave 
characterization.

- A circular equatorial orbit is the best configuration for 
monitoring planetary-scale waves, but incomplete time 
coverage.



Limited range of observed longitudes :
problems with day/night regular sampling, and with topographic features

a = 40000 km
apocenter = 66000 km
pericenter = 1000 km

Mapping from an equatorial VeX-type orbit

Satellite zenith angle limited to 70°



Complete day/night sampling
All longitudes covered
Time coverage : 1/3           Sampling rate for a 4-d wave depends on r

r = 40000 km

Mapping from an equatorial circular orbit



Relevant wavelengths Conditions Altitudes Variables

UV, visible day 65-70 km brightness
zonal and meridional winds

1.74 and 2.3 microns night 50 km zonal and meridional winds

Thermal infrared
(e.g. 10 microns)

day and night 65-70 km temperature

Wave analysis :
- time series in the fixed-planet frame
- need for enough sampling (target : 3 to 8-d periods)

Long-term evolution of the shape of the UV markings

Survey of the stationary bow-shaped waves

Objectives

Configuration

Proposed observational strategy

Optional



r = 40000 km

Complete day/night sampling
All longitudes covered
Time coverage : 2/3           Less constraints on r

Time and longitude coverage

With 3 satellites : Full coverage



Expected improvements of our understanding 
of Venus atmosphere dynamics

• Planetary-scale waves à validation of General 
Circulation Models :

- Nature of waves and their variability at 70 km and 50 km.
- Long time series of T, u, v (3 Venus day or more)  à angular 

momentum horizontal transport at 70 km on the dayside, 
less accurately on the night side (never done before). 

- Global circulation pattern over long times together with 
waves.

• Bow-shaped structures :
- Long-term monitoring of bow-shaped gravity waves above 

mountain topography, inducing constraints on the transport 
of angular momentum from the surface to the atmosphere.



Instruments needed
Longwave infrared camera LIR/ Akatsuki

Venus Monitoring Camera / Venus Express

Field of view ≈15° : full Venus disk at 40 000 km OK
Spatial resolution ≈1 mrad/px : 40 km at 40 000 km OK

Miniaturized Vis/IR imager : Feasible (Freeman, 2017)



Deployment of MPVIEW smallsats

Deployment of the 2 platforms : 
- A main vehicle (MV) moves at a velovity V on 

an equatorial orbit of radius a.
- MV deploys a small platform (SP1) on this

orbit.
- As a result of a velocity variation dV, MV moves 

to an orbit of radius a+da : dV/V = 0.5 da/a
- The time Dt to shift MV by 180° wrt SP1 is such

as : dV Dt = pa = 1.2 105 km for = 40 000 km.
- Therefore dV = 1.2 105 km / Dt (s) = 50 m s-1 / 

Dt (month) 
- Same dV required to put back MV on the initial 

orbit
à DV = 2 dV ≈ 100 m s-1 / Dt (month).

- MV deploys the second platform (SP2), or is
used itself as a second platform.



Summary of the proposed idea

- Strong scientific objectives : Understanding angular momentum 
transport by waves, more generally Venus superrotation 
processes, with direct improvement of still imperfect GCM.

- A couple of small nadir-pointed satellites equipped with a Vis-IR 
imaging multispectral radiometer deployed at 180° from each 
other on a circular equatorial orbit of radius ≈40 000 km is the 
best configuration.

- The imager is similar in terms of field of view, angular resolution 
and selected wavelengths to the addition of LIR/Akatsuki and 
VMC/ Venus-Express. 

- MPVIEW should be deployed by a larger mission inserted in an 
equatorial circular orbit. The DV cost of the deployment in 1 
month of the two satellites is ≈100 m/s.



Next steps of the study

• Optimization of mission parameters (lifetime, number of satellites : 

1, 2, 3?, observation strategy, …) through FFT of simulated long 

series of waves from the GCM by adding :

- Noise
- Short/long term intermittence
- Partial time/ longitude coverage depending on observation 

configuration

• Study of the Earth-Venus 

trajectory and of the Venus 

insertion  orbit (cf e.g. the work

done at JPL for Venus Smallsats

and Cubesat missions).

• Study of the miniaturized Vis/IR 

imager (typically 5-6 channels

from NUV to ≈10 µm).


